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Read Dead
Redemption 2
PC Rumors
Brendan Caldwell &
Fraser Brown

Tradition dictates that Rockstar may not discuss the PC
version of any of its games, or even admit that they exist,
until we’ve all given up any hope of seeing them. So while
Red Dead Redemption 2 was unveiled for consoles a while
back, there’s been no news for PC. With Rockstar keeping
schtum, there was only one hope: LinkedIn. The Keeper of
CVs. The Spiller of Secrets. So what say you, LinkedIn? Is
Red Dead Redemption 2 doing what the original didn’t and
coming to PC?
Supposedly.
A developer who previously worked at Rockstar as a
programmer on L.A. Noire and GTA V also listed Red Dead
Redemption 2 on their work history, including platforms. PC
was listed next to PS4 and Xbox One.
Since VG24/7 and GTA group TGFG first found the profile
(independent of each other), PC has been removed from
the list, not surprisingly. Rockstar aren’t saying anything
either, of course. It’s not confirmation that a PC version is in
development, but it wouldn’t be the first time that a LinkedIn
profile accurately leaked some information.
Red Dead Redemption 2’s console release date is October
26. It took well over a year for GTA V to come to PC, so if
this is an accurate indication that we’re getting it at all, there
might still be a long wait.
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Recently, Red Dead Online was announced by Rockstar

Here’s what Rockstar say about the online murderwest:

(as if it was ever in doubt) and they say it’ll be an “evolution” of the rootin’ tootin’ multiplayer in the first Red Dead

“Red Dead Online is an evolution of the classic multiplayer

Redemption. In other words, a big online version of the

experience in the original Red Dead Redemption, blending

open world in Red Dead Redemption 2, where you can trot

narrative with competitive and cooperative gameplay in fun

about on your pony, buy fashionable spurs, and get shot by

new ways. Using the gameplay of the upcoming Red Dead

ingrates and outlaws with terrifying old west names such as

Redemption 2 as a foundation, Red Dead Online will be

XxAnime4LifexX and SackOfShit1999. That sounds super.

ready to be explored alone or with friends, and will also fea-

But all this is academic to us. Because Reddy Deddy 2 still

ture constant updates and adjustments to grow and evolve

hasn’t been confirmed for PC, and we are likely facing a bit

this experience for all players.”

of a wait.
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So it’ll be a playground similar to GTA Online, included with

“As with most online experiences of this size and scale,”

the main game, but with horses instead of supercars. In an

says Rockstar, “there will inevitably be some turbulence at

interview with IGN, two Rockstar bods, Imran Sarwar and

launch.”

Josh Needleman, spoke a little more about their Westworldlike and what kind of hi-jinks might be added to it in the

They’re speaking about the launch of a beta on consoles

long run.

in November, of course, which follows the release of the
proper game on consoles in October. But I suppose you

“We feel Grand Theft Auto Online really only found its feet

might expect similar “turbulence” if and when it comes to

creatively with Heists,” Needleman told Iggers. “That pack,

PC. A leak on LinkedIn suggests that the PC version is in

along with After Hours, The Doomsday Heist, Gun Running

the works. The Rockstar nerds have also enjoyed taunting

and a few others represent the best of Grand Theft Auto

us by putting a hidden Tomahawk in GTA Online. Anyway, it

Online, and provided the template for what we wanted to

would certainly be stupid business decision not to make it.

use here…”

However, it was almost a year and a half until we got GTA V
on PC, so we could be sitting around, chewing tarbac and

Much of this is no surprise given that the original Red Dead

idly spinning our spurs for some time.

Redemption featured a multiplayer mode that was basically
a prototype for the chaotic Los Santos we all know and fear.
In Red Dead Redempt1on, a small number of players could
run around the vast countryside, starting co-op missions,
taking pot shots at one another, or cautiously eyeballing
each other as they passed by on quiet dusty roads. I liked it.
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Assassin’s
Creed Odyssey
Impressions
Alice Bell

I haven’t had a lot of time to play Assassin’s Creed Odyssey

First of all, though, we should be honest about something:

There are additions and changes (for example, mercenaries

(a weekend and a bit) and it is also a very big game. Soon I

so far, and unless something massive changes, this isn’t the

actually feel like a threat now, and you can flirt with nice

will be able to give you an appropriately epic review, with a

second coming of Hercules in RPG. I love Assassin’s Creed,

ladies sometimes) and the interweaving of ancient myths is

Chorus and mistaken identity and children murdering their

and stuck with it through weird cockney and posh French

very cool. This is a good game, and you can shag people in

parents. All that great Ancient Greek stuff.

Aristocrat times. I was of course thrilled with and by Assas-

it, but the love child of The Witcher 3 and all your favou-

sin’s Creed Origins because it was new, and not largely the

rite BioWare games it ain’t, and you’d be wrong to go in

However, there are already some ivnitial impressions that I

same game spaffed out every year but in a different Euro-

expecting that.

think it’s important to share with the world. These impres-

pean capital city. Odyssey feels very much like a cool Greek

sions are mostly about the kicking.

reskin of Origins, not a brand new RPG take. The map is
very big, your best mate is an eagle, you’ve got loads of
cool gear to choose from, and so on and so forth.
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"Kassandra is the best thing
to have ever happened to me,
and I love her."

Secondly, we must also discuss Kassandra.
Kassandra is the best thing to have ever happened to me,
and I love her. She’s got a hairstyle like a smart-casual Loreal
model, and though you can pick dialogue options to be nice or
nasty, whatever you choose Kassandra’s attitude is to take no
shit. This AC is decidedly more brutal than the last, because
you have the broken end of a spear instead of a nice neat
hidden blade, which means Kassandra assassinates peopleby
impaling their motherfucking throats through-and-through.
She has, as the kids say, no chill. Her hands are the size of
dinner plates. Kassandra could smush me into paste like
cheap baklava.
This brings us to the main thrust of my early impressions,
because Kassandra also has a kick on her like a deadlifting kangaroo. You’ll have seen the kick in some of the early
promo material because Ubi surmised, correctly, that if you’re
playing a Spartan in a game set in ancient Greece, the public
consciousness will demand that said Spartan can do that
cool Leonidas-in-300 move. You have to unlock it as a special
ability and you must absolutely make it the first thing you do
when you level up.
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When you kick someone in AC Odyssey you launch them
about 10 feet in the direction you kicked. “Someone” here
also includes most animals, by the way. Kick wolves to
death. Punt a ram. Anyway, you will soon learn that there
is almost no problem that can’t be solved with a suitable
application of foot. Especially if you’re near a cliff. Because
if you kick someone off a cliff, or a tall enough set of stairs,
that person will die when they hit the bottom. And killing
someone refills your special attack gauge, aka Kick Juice,
leading to theoretically infinite kicks! I have now used this
technique as a shortcut in many situations. You can take
out mercenaries three levels higher than you are by positioning them close enough to the top of a wall. They will go
absolutely flying. Boarding a boat? No problem! Kick those
idiots into oblivion and/or sharks mouths.
It is a balletic move. There is an animation team somewhere
that absolutely deserves a raise. Kassandra plants her left
foot, collects herself, draws her right knee what seems like
entirely up to her chest, and then unleashes a kick like the
fury of titans. And she will cover any distance to kick an enemy once the decision to kick has been made. She will leap
into a kick. Zeno of Elea’s new paradox: by the time you
try to run away from Kassandra kicking you, you will have
already been kicked. Time doesn’t slow down when you
Sparta Kick someone, it just feels like it does. And the kick
can be improved! This isn’t even the kick’s final form!
Also there’s a big statue of Zeus with his willy out in the
starting area, I guess?
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How theHunter: Call
of the Wild Simulates
Wild Animals
Alex Wiltshire

You’ve been tracking the herd for fifteen minutes, and now,

TheHunter: Call of the Wild is a hunting simulation that goes

Hunting games don’t work like most games. Designer Dan

Call of the Wild simulates the movement of 1500 animals

finally, you’re close enough to see your first deer. You raise

far beyond anything in a Far Cry or Tomb Raider. Here,

Peake, who worked on games like Mad Max before he

across the world. In herds or alone, they sleep, eat and

your binoculars and edge closer, but a branch scrapes your

you’re alone in large expanses of wilderness, following wild

joined Expansive Worlds to help make Call of the Wild, had

trek to new locations as days pass, following schedules

jacket. The deer’s ear twitches and it turns and trots away.

animals which live out lives and react to your presence in

think about design in very different ways.

that take them through their home ranges. “And the player

You freeze. The deer stops and turns its head to look back

many complex ways. They’re the result of countless hours

in your direction. You crouch but the deer barks, alerting the

of AI design and animation that closely model the behaviour

“I had this rule that if something happens and the player

them because they’re five kilometres away and it’ll take

rest of the herd, and moves on again, disappearing into the

of wild beasts, but they’re also part of a game, a fact that

doesn’t see it, it doesn’t happen,” he tells me. “Anything in

three hours to get there,” says Peake.

undergrowth. The hunt continues.

lends Call of the Wild a fascinating relationship with the

the world that the player is not experiencing is kind of wast-

natural world.

ed.” But it’s not in a good hunting game. “That’s something I

Many players won’t have any idea that there’s a world of

had to understand and work through.“

animals outside their ken as they stumble across the tracks

doesn’t know about them and probably never even sees

they leave behind, but hunters, who have an understanding
of how animals move and what they do at varying times of
day, expect this kind of detail, and they can understand it
when they see it.
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“We’re interested in making a living and believable world,

But beyond hunters, they wanted Call of the Wild to appeal

and that’s really one thing that’s important for players,” says

to non-hunters, who know little about the animals they

fellow designer Björn Öjlert. “I know there are some who

encounter so the game had to do a lot to tell them. And so

want to walk around and look at things, and they don’t want

a great deal of making this game was, for Peake, all about

to shoot the animals, they just want to experience nature.”

getting the animals to communicate with players.

Actually making something this detailed and credible, well,

“We had a lot of problems trying to get an understandable

that’s been a journey. Call of the Wild could lean on the

communication that this animal is in this state and is going

years of development that went into theHunter Classic,

to do this,” says Peake. One possible way to do this was

which was originally launched back in 2009 and is still being

through UI floating about the animals’ heads, but that would

supported with new content. But creating the behaviour of

never do in such a naturalistic world. So they communicate

its animals is still down to a vast amount of work.

everything about the animal’s internal state through animation. “Because that’s the best way.”

Making them realistic, that’s one thing. I’m kind of surprised
that neither Peake nor Öjlert hunt themselves, but Peake

The result is hundreds of different animations, which are an

says all the research Öjlert has put into hunting over his time

amalgam of the real movements the species would perform

“It’s a magic soup of all of the senses, all of the events that

All these different states mean that Call of the Wild’s animals

working on both Classic and Call of the Wild means that

and movements that a broad range of players can read and

are happening: hearing the player, hearing gunshots, seeing

perform a lot of behaviours, each of which had to be ani-

he’s become an expert, at least on a theoretical level. And

recognise.

the player, smelling the player,” says Peake.

mated for each species so players would recognise it. And

he needs to be, since about 60% of Classic’s players are
actual hunters, and they have high expectations of realism.

there also had to be transitions between each state where
“So that deer there has just put its head up, it’s slightly

These events feed into each animal’s internal fear level,

the animal might have a chance of barking a warning, or
playing another specific animation.

nervous and it must have heard me so I should back off and

making it more afraid. And as its fear level crosses certain

But Expansive Worlds also wanted to make a game that’s

let it settle down a bit,” says Peake. “Balancing how and

thresholds, it switches into new behavioural states.

good to play. Even hunters don’t want to play the exact

when we play those animations and how they act in real life

hunting experience on their PCs. “Instead of sitting in a tree

was very tricky.”

waiting for three days maybe you wait 10 minutes, which

And then there are the animals’ other behaviours, which
“Where they change state depends on the species,”

govern sleeping, feeding and traversing the world. These

explains Peake. “So a certain kind of deer could be really

trees are pretty small, and generally only took Peake and

is still a very long time in a videogame, but it gets across a

In general, Call of the Wild’s animations are slightly exag-

skittish, so as soon as they hear or see anything, a tiny bit

his team a few days to create for each species. But any be-

similar feeling without it being too annoying,” says Öjlert.

gerated. A real deer might merely raise its head and twist its

of fear, they run away. Moose couldn’t care less if you’re

haviours which are based on interaction with the player are

ear when it hears something out of the ordinary, but in the

walking nearby, so their fear needs to go all the way up the

far larger, such as the ones which govern the player using

Similarly, hunters watch animals way more than they shoot

game it would glance in the direction of the noise, giving the

bar before they start to change behaviour.”

a lure to attract an animal close, and for when an animal

them. They learn to understand the way each different spe-

player a better idea of what it’s reacting to.

cies signals its intentions, and that means Call of the Wild’s

is alert.
These behavioural states are a sort of escalating DEF-

deer, wildebeest, moose, bears, bison and coyotes have to

The animal behaviour underneath these tells is all down

CON-like set of levels that go from calm to attentive to alert

also signal to players.

to trees. And fear. And a massive spreadsheet that Öjlert

to alarmed and then to defensive, which is when they’ll run.

made. “It’s ridiculously complex,” he says.

And each state is governed by a complex tree of different
actions that mix together randomised and prescriptive
actions as the animal plays it out.
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Peake can’t begin to estimate how long these player-facing

Getting that detail and readability, that’s a real time sink. You

And to know all this is all so persistent across the world,

states took to put together. “You want to get that behaviour

can go endlessly, just keeping adding stuff and modifying

that the herd you tracked hasn’t just been spawned there,

perfect, the communication right, the movement right,” he

behaviours.” In some ways, then, the real stars of Call of

that it has a history of trekking across the world and that

says. “So it’s not just standing there playing an animation,

the Wild are its animators, who breathe such life into these

there’s meaning to you meeting it right here and now, that’s

it’s heard something over there, so it trots away in the other

digital constructs. “It’s so cool when they get it right,” says

magic.

direction, stops, looks around, moves away a little more

Öjlert. “One of the things we introduced in Wild is the ability

because it’s still nervous. Another species is maybe the op-

for animal to stop mid-step, with one leg up, and when you

“One of the things that’s cool with the hunting games we

posite, facing towards the noise and not moving, eyeballing

see it, it’s how it should be.”

made is the simulation, and that’s so different to other

it to make sure there’s nothing there.

open-world games which just simulate around the player,”
says Öjlert. “In this game, there’s an actual world, and that
makes it so much more interesting to explore.”
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